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Welcome to Mount Logan Lodge !
At the entrance to Kluane Park is hidden a little gem ; Mount Logan Lodge. This
beautiful log cabin displays gorgeous rooms, lovely hosts and the ideal location for
activities : sightseeing flights over the glaciers, snowmobile trip to the ice cave, dog
sledding or ice fishing.
Believe it or not, Kluane Park and its untamed wilderness are walking distance from
the Lodge ! An incredible opportunity to admire the Aurora Borealis.

kluane national
park

Kluane National Park
UNESCO World Heritage Site, the park of Kluane is the largest international protected are
a on the planet !
It houses the largest ice fields outside the
polar regions, and no less than 17 of
Canada's 20 peaks, including the Mount
Logan.
The highest mountain in the country. Denis
Palanque, our photographer-Guide was
fortunate to fly over this beautiful park and
capture breathtaking shots.

Le Mont Logan Lodge
Mount Logan Lodge offers the most
spectacular view of Kluane National Park.
The everchanging lights over the mountains
will take your breath away.
It is with a warm welcome that David and
Roxanne open the doors of their property
and its unbelievable surroundings.
The lodge is just 9 km from Haines Junction.
You will enjoy some of Yukon's most
incredible trails.
There are many activities departing from
the Lodge.
Sentiers Prives designed a winter program
off the beaten tracks : glaciers sightseeing
flight, departing by snowmobile to get to
the ice cave, dog sledding, ice fishing...

Your program with Sentiers Prives
Sentiers Prives brings you a discovery program of Kluane National Park with
unforgettable activities during a 5 days - 4 nights stay.
On the menu : sightseeing flight above the glaciers, snowmobile, ice cave
exploration, dog sledding, ice fishing and Aurara watching...

In the Yukon, winter and fall are the best time to watch the aurora borealis.
The vast Yukon territory allows for Amazing Aurora Boreal Vigils, far from any light
pollution, surrounded by gorgeous scenery, conditions are more than optimal for
unique shots.
Our professional photographer guide, Denis Palanque was able to capture one of
those magical moments. Make sure you watch the time lapse here.

Don't wait any longer! contact us to receive our program or a
personalized quote, there is still availability for Christmas.

